
Services



The services offered by FB Kedjor are designed to 
increase value and safety for you, our customer. They 
make your daily work simpler while also improving 
your overall finances. This is achieved through planned 
maintenance and regular inspections and status as-
sessments. We also offer training for your employees, to 
ensure the safest and most efficient operation possible.

Our services

Installation
When you purchase chains and equipment from 
FB Kedjor, we can also assemble and install them, 
regardless of the size and complexity of the project. 
This saves you time and ensures that everything is done 
correctly from the very start. Our installation engineers 
undergo rigorous training and have specific FB 
Certification. This guarantees safety, quality, efficiency 
and customer satisfaction. Naturally our installation 
engineers possess all necessary qualifications and 
certifications with regard to areas such as hot work,  
safe lifting and working at height.

Servicing
Regular servicing and planned maintenance guarantee 
a longer useful life for machinery and equipment 
while also minimising the risk of unforeseen and costly 
downtime.

Inspections
Regular checks and inspections ensure that you know 
the current status of your chains and the condition of 
the surrounding equipment. This provides a good basis 
not just for planning servicing, but also for a safer work 
environment. We can perform inspections of entire 
facilities containing machinery and systems, or just 
selected parts.

Conceptualisation
Conceptualisation is the term we use when we develop 
customer-unique designs. Our long and wide-ranging 
experience, combined with our own development 
and production resources, make us the ideal business 
partner when it comes to new technical solutions. We 
often develop these solutions in collaboration with our 
sister companies in the Addtech group. This means 
that, as our customer, you have access to an extensive 
network of skills and expertise.

Training
Arranging relevant training for your operating and 
maintenance personnel helps to prevent downtime and 
workplace accidents. And when your employees gain 
greater knowledge and understanding of their roles 
and responsibilities in the production process, their 
level of engagement also increases. This results in more 
extensive maintenance and leads to greater efficiency,  
a better work environment and improved finances.



Our model for success, the Chain of Success, is based on 
five key principles. Trust and cooperation form the basis for 
achieving measurable progress in relation to, for example, 
financial performance, environmental performance, safety 
or improved work environment. We work together in long-
term partnerships to achieve a well-planned working day, 
with peace of mind as the objective. 
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Bark shredders
FB Kedjor manufactures and supplies the market with 
bark shredders in four different models depending 
on the capacity requirements at your facility. Our 
shredders are designed to provide a long useful life, 
quiet operation and ease of service. We maintain 
stocks of spare parts for our shredders, and we perform 
inspections, servicing, optimisation and repairs to keep 
production going and ensure the right material fraction.

Do you need a new shredder, or is your existing 
machine in need of an overhaul? Please contact us  
– our friendly staff will be delighted to help!





FB Kedjor supplies you with the equipment you need while also ensuring efficient and safe 
installation and assembly. Our experienced personnel always focus on safety first and foremost, 
and by allowing us to perform the installation, you ensure that everyone gets home from work 
safely, without any injuries or lengthy injury-related absences. You can rest assured that the 
equipment will be correctly installed for optimal functionality, and we always do a test run and 
perform all relevant checks before handing over the application prior to start of production.

We only leave the workplace once all necessary cleaning and waste removal has been 
performed and approval has been obtained from the customer.  
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Documentation
Mechanical maintenance

Operational optimisation
Service agreements

We make and weld carriers according to your specific wishes and 
needs, in order to ensure quick delivery and optimal operation.

Our service buses are here for you!
Our “workshops on wheels” enable us to provide quick 
and efficient service throughout the Nordic region!  
Let our knowledgeable specialists take care of all your 
servicing, maintenance and assembly needs.



Quality & Environment

Customer references
We have long-standing experience of delivering our products 
and services to customers throughout the world. Please  
contact us for more information about our references. 

When FB Kedjor performs an upgrade on your plant, our 
focus is always centred on sustainable solutions, or ECO-
GAINS. This is a way of pushing your company’s environmental 
performance to new levels, and it also entails financial gains. 
FB Kedjor also documents the savings made in terms of 
reduced CO2 emissions, reduced water consumption and 
reduced energy used to run the conveyor. These gains are 
calculated and documented so that they can be added to 
our customers’ environmental performance. Here is a further 
explanation of how this works:

FB ECO-GAIN

FB’s quality and environmental certification bears witness 
to our forward-thinking approach. 

Do you want a product and a partner that you can trust when  
it comes to quality and the environment?  

Then you should choose FB Kedjor!

Less raw material
By using steel of higher quality and strength, less raw material 
is required. This reduces both carbon dioxide emissions and 
water consumption during production. It also leads to fewer 
and lighter shipments.

Longer useful life
Durable materials developed by us for specific operating environ-
ments provide a longer useful life than conventional materials. Less 
servicing and fewer repairs also enable production to be kept up 
and running for longer periods. With longer equipment life cycles 
we are able to conserve the Earth’s resources.

Lower weight
Thanks to the lower weight, less energy is needed to run the 
conveyors. This results in major savings in terms of electricity 
consumption and energy costs.

Greater capacity
Lower material weight and greater material strength mean  
increased conveyor capacity. Greater loads can be conveyed, 
thus making the production process more efficient.





FB Chain in the world
FB Kedjor AB, Sverige

FB Chain Ltd, Storbritannien

FB Ketjutekniikka OY, Finland

FB Ketten GmbH, Österrike

FB Ketten GmbH, Tyskland

FB Kjeder AS, Norge

FB Chaines Sarl, Frankrike 

FB Ketten, Schweiz 

 Phone: +46 (0)16 15 33 00 
Street address: Sättargatan 4 

Postal address: Box 304, 631 04 Eskilstuna, Sweden
FB Kedjor AB – a member of the Addtech group

www.fbkedjor.se


